The Goldtouch Go!
TRAVEL KEYBOARD and NOTEBOOK STAND

Portable Comfort
Everywhere You Work!
Imagine having the convenience of a desktop setup, and the
comfort of individualized fit, anywhere you go. That's the luxury
provided by the Goldtouch Go! Travel Keyboard and Notebook
Stand. Weighing in at 1 lb. a piece, these lightweight travel
companions are easy to use, Plug and Play accessories that make
working on your computer feel like typing paradise.

The Go! Travel Notebook Stand is a
perfect accessory for your mobile lifestyle!
The Goldtouch Go! Notebook Stand helps bring your
laptop up to eye level and allows you to create an
instant office on the road. The Notebook Stand helps
reduce tension in the back and neck, by elevating the
notebook monitor, and takes advantage of limited
space environments to give you a real office setup
wherever your travels take you.

Key Features:
t

The Go! Notebook Stand collapses compactly for flat storage
in it's own neoprene cover (which can double as a mouse
pad when you're working)

t

The Go! Stand offers six different height adjustments for
notebook users of all heights.

t

The Go! Stand weighs less than 1 lb., and can accommodate
notebooks up to 17”

The Goldtouch Go! Adjustable Keyboard
provides a superior typing experience in a
thin, lightweight form-factor.
The keys on the Go! Keyboard are what set us apart. The
Goldtouch Go! Keyboard gives users a similar key feel
and travel distance that's typicially only found on a standard keyboard. Combined with our signature adjustability (to straighten your wrists and find your natural comfort typing position), and our soft key touch to ensure
you never "bottom out" while typing... We're positive this
is one travel keyboard you'll want to make room for!

Key Features:
t

t
t

Goldtouch Part No.
GTLS-0099

Go! Keyboard Signature Adjustability: 0-30o adjustment on the
horizontal plane (wrist splay) to straighten your wrists, combined
with 0-30o adjustment on the vertical plane to reduce wrist and
arm tension.
Protective Removable Covers: Allows for convenient storage. (The
covers also allow you to place the keyboard directly onto your
laptop in confined areas).
The Go! Keyboards compact size allows for use in limited space
environments, and weighs 1 lb for easy portability.
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